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Duolingo English 

Type the missing letters to complete the text below (3 minutes) 

Farmer 

India is _ _ agricultural country. Most of the people l _ _ _ in villages and are farmers. 

They grow ce_ _ _ _ _, pulses, vegetables and fruits. The farmers lead a tough life. They 

get up early _  _  the morning and go to  _ _ _  fields. They stay and work on the farm 

late _ _ _ _ evening. The farmers usually live in kuchcha houses. Though, they work h _ 

_ _ they remain poor. Farmers eat simple food; wear simple clothes and rear animals 

like cows, buffaloes and ox _ _ . Without them there would _ _  no cereals for us to 

eat. They _ _ _ _  an important role in the growth and economy of a country 

 

Answer 

India is an agricultural country. Most of the people live in villages and are farmers. 

They grow cereals, pulses, vegetables and fruits. The farmers lead a tough life. They 

get up early in the morning and go to the fields. They stay and work on the farm late 

till evening. The farmers usually live in kuchcha houses. Though, they work hard they 

remain poor. Farmers eat simple food; wear simple clothes and rear animals like 

cows, buffaloes and oxen. Without them there would be no cereals for us to eat. They 

play an important role in the growth and economy of a country 

 

Select the real English words in the list (1 minute) 

Srike  Convenient  Eiminate   dull  
rendwer Stroll  Glew     Astonished    

Raer  Cloud  Intensity   Dstroy   

 

Answers 

dull , Intensity  ,  Convenient , Stroll , Cloud , astonished 
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Write one or more sentences about the images (you will have 3 seconds per 

image) 
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Respond to the question in at least 50 words (5 minutes) 

 Benefits of Newspaper Reading 

 

Answer: Newspaper reading is one of the most beneficial habits. It helps us get 
acquainted with the current affairs of the world. We get to know about the latest 
happenings through a reliable source. Similarly, we also get an insight into the different 
domains including politics, cinema, business, sports and many more. 

Furthermore, newspaper reading also results in opening doors to new employment 
opportunities. Reliable companies post their ads in the newspaper for business 
and employment opportunities so we see how it is a good place to seek jobs. 

Furthermore, we can easily promote our brands and products with the help of 
newspapers. The consumers learn about the latest deals and launch which connects 
them to businesses. 

Speak  your answers to the question given below: 

 Describe your favourite piece of clothes. 

Interestingly, I love to go shopping and when I free from my studies and work at that time I 
prefer to go shopping with my friends and my mother. I have a lot of clothes according 
to fashion. I also like stylish clothes to wear on special occasions. But here I would like to 
talk about my favorite Clothes that I love to wear the most. 
Well, this is a woodland jacket. On the jacket, the woodland tree logo printed the left side 
off the jacket. This jacket was gifted by my mother on my last birthday. 

Apart from that, the color of the jacket is purple and it is a zipper jacket. I usually wear this 
jacket with blue denim jeans and black high waist jeans. A purple jacket with black jeans 
perfect Combination for a young girl. 

After that, this is very comfortable and I love this combination. I usually wear this jacket 
during the winter because the stuff of this jacket is very amazing. Everyone woodland 
company names and the products of this company always wonderful. 

https://ielts-fever.com/summer-holidays/
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Moreover, this is water and windproof as well as it is very light weighted. This jacket 
consists of two layers. First is a soft inner layer and second is a tough outer Shell. The inner 
layer is made of spun fleece which helps the body to warm. 

Furthermore, the most interesting thing which I really like, the pocket of this jacket is too 
large and, on the front of both pockets has a closer zip. This is a full-sleeved jacket and the 
cap is also removable. 

 

 

Conviction n. a firm belief in something Her religious convictions prevent her from eating meat. 

Corroborate v. to provide evidence for; to 

back up (a claim) 

The note signed by her father corroborates her claim that 

she was absent from class that day. 

Counteract v. to work in opposition to This ingredient seems to counteract the other ones. 

Counterargument n. an argument used to 

criticize or dismantle 

another argument 

Make sure to include a counterargument in your essay so 

that you can show you’ve considered the topic from all 

perspectives. 

Counterproductive adj. hindering the 

achievement of a goal 

Bill’s idea to take a shortcut was 

ultimately counterproductive: it took us twice as long to get 

to the train station. 

Culmination n. the final act or climax The culmination of the performance was unforgettable. 

Cultivate v. to foster the growth of Teachers don’t just pass on new information to students—

they cultivate their academic potential. 

Conviction n. a firm belief in something Her religious convictions prevent her from eating meat. 

Corroborate v. to provide evidence for; to 

back up (a claim) 

The note signed by her father corroborates her claim that 

she was absent from class that day. 

 

  


